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Notice: Launch of “eco” Bed-Making Initiative 

 

Thank you for staying at the hotels of the UNIZO Group. 

With the Plastic Resource Circulation Act going into effect in Japan on April 1, 2022, we have been 

launching various initiatives to reduce plastic usage and waste at all hotels of the UNIZO Group. 

As part of our efforts to further recognize the perspectives of Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 

and contribute to the realization of a sustainable society, we will begin to conduct “eco” bed-making as our 

standard practice. 

We apologize in advance for any inconvenience that this may cause to guests staying at our hotels, and 

greatly appreciate your understanding. 

 

■Initiative 

When cleaning rooms in the case of stays for consecutive nights, we will no longer change bedding 

(sheets and pillowcases) daily. Instead, we will clean the rooms and bathrooms, change towels, collect trash, 

change nightwear, and make beds as a standard service. We will change bedding only upon request. 

However, for stays of 4 nights or more, sheets will be changed once every 3 nights for sanitary reasons. 

The service will be launched in June of 2023 sequentially at hotels of the UNIZO Group that fall under 

the "UNIZO INN" brand. For exact start dates, please confirm each individual location’s webpage, where 

announcements will be made. 

 

■Locations for “eco” bed-making initiative  (as of the date of this release) 

＜Target hotels＞  4 locations / 935 rooms total 

Location name Number of rooms 

UNIZO INN Kanazawa Hyakumangoku Dori 220 

UNIZO INN Shin-Osaka 225 

UNIZO INN Osaka Kitahama 291 

UNIZO INN Kobe Sannomiya 199 

 

■Contact 

Hotel Operation Department, UNIZO Hotel Company, Limited 

TEL: +81-3-5484-7160 


